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    		Vienna

      
Vienna  ([image: ]i/viˈɛnə/;German: Wien, pronounced [viːn]) is the capital and largest city of Austria, and one of the nine states of Austria. Vienna is Austria's primary city, with a population of about 1.8 million (2.6 million within the metropolitan area, nearly one third of Austria's population), and its cultural, economic, and political centre. It is the 7th-largest city by population within city limits in the European Union. Until the beginning of the 20th century it was the largest German-speaking city in the world, and before the splitting of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in World War I the city had 2 million inhabitants. Today it has the second largest number of German speakers after Berlin. Vienna is host to many major international organizations, including the United Nations and OPEC. The city lies in the east of Austria and is close to the borders of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary. These regions work together in a European Centrope border region. Along with nearby Bratislava, Vienna forms a metropolitan region with 3 million inhabitants. In 2001, the city centre was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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    		Vienna (Billy Joel song)

      
"Vienna" is a song from Billy Joel's 1977 album The Stranger, released as the B-side to his "She's Always a Woman" single.



In a July 2008 New York Times article, Joel cited this as one of his two favorite songs, along with "Summer, Highland Falls".



So I go to visit my father in Vienna, I'm walking around this town and I see this old lady. She must have been about 90 years old and she is sweeping the street. I say to my father, "What's this nice old lady doing sweeping the street?" He says, "She's got a job, she feels useful, she's happy, she's making the street clean, she's not put out to pasture." We treat old people in this country pretty badly. We put them in rest homes, we kinda kick them under the rug and make believe they don't exist. They [the people in Vienna] don't feel like that. In a lot of these older places in the world, they value their older people and their older people feel they can still be a part of the community and I thought, "This is a terrific idea - that old people are useful - and that means I don't have to worry so much about getting old because I can still have a use in this world in my old age." I thought, "Vienna waits for you..."
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    		Vienna, New York

      
Vienna /vaɪˈɛnə/ is a town in Oneida County, New York, United States. The population was 5,440 at the 2010 census. The town is named after the capital of Austria.



The Town of Vienna is in the western part of the county.



 History 


The Town of Vienna was previously called "Orange" and "Bengal."



Vienna, Virginia, was named after Vienna, New York.



Geography


According to the United States Census Bureau, the town has a total area of 94.8 square miles (246 km2), of which, 61.5 square miles (159 km2) of it is land and 33.3 square miles (86 km2) of it (35.15%) is water.



The town borders Oneida Lake and the west town line is the border of Oswego County, New York. The Erie Canal is on the south border near Sylvan Beach.  Fish Creek defines part of the east town line and joins the Erie Canal near Sylvan Beach.



Demographics


As of the census of 2000, there were 5,819 people, 2,192 households, and 1,565 families residing in the town.  The population density was 94.7 people per square mile (36.6/km²).  There were 3,037 housing units at an average density of 49.4 per square mile (19.1/km²).  The racial makeup of the town was 97.47% White, 0.50% African American, 0.55% Native American, 0.53% Asian, 0.21% from other races, and 0.74% from two or more races. Hispanic or Latino of any race were 0.77% of the population.
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                            Radiofabrik
                            	
                                Alternative,Experimental,Indie
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne Vorarlberg Spezial
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Kronehit Y.A.M. (Young Austrian Music)
                            	
                                Contemporary
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            AustroWelle
                            	
                                Varied,Pop,World Europe
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            CampusRadio 94.4
                            	
                                Alternative,Pop,Indie
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Arabella Wiener Schmaeh
                            	
                                Oldies
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            FM TOFL
                            	
                                Indie
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Memoryhits FM  Heartbeatradio
                            	
                                Oldies,70s,60s
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Olé-Radio Top 100
                            	
                                Pop,Top 40
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            rmXPECT
                            	
                                Religious,Christian
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Arabella Austropop
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            ORF Radio Tirol
                            	
                                News,Folk,Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne VAB Partymix
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            smorgasbord
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Waskommt
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            U1 Melodien aus den Bergen
                            	
                                Folk
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne Wien
                            	
                                Adult Contemporary
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            98.3 Superfly
                            	
                                Easy,Ambient
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            ORF Radio Vorarlberg
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            SuperGaudi
                            	
                                Pop,Dance
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Welle 1 Salzburg
                            	
                                Pop,Dance,Top 40
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            SheetMusicDB Symphonic and Contemporary Wind Music
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Volksmusik
                            	
                                Folk
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne VAB Hit
                            	
                                Top 40
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            NJOY Steiermark
                            	
                                Rock,Adult Contemporary,Pop,Top 40,Contemporary
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne Steiermark
                            	
                                Varied,Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            SheetMusicDB Request Concert
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Emap.FM
                            	
                                World
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            SheetMusicDB Traditional Wind Music
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            SheetMusicDB Soloistic Music
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            NRJ Special
                            	
                                Dance
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Arabella Herzflimmern
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Bundesliga FC Red Bull Salzburg
                            	
                                Sports
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Spirit Live Radio
                            	
                                Christian
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne Vorarlberg Partymix
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne Vorarlberg
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Stephansdom
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Passion Music TWO
                            	
                                Talk
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Musicbase Main
                            	
                                Rock,Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Life Radio Tirol
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            SheetMusicDB Popular Music
                            	
                                Classical
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radiomax Penny
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Antenne Vorarlberg 90er
                            	
                                90s
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            TopHit Radio
                            	
                                Top 40
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Eins Judenburg 89.6
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Welle Murtal
                            	
                                Pop
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio Melody 94,7
                            	
                                Oldies
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            ORF Ö1
                            	
                                News,Public
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Powerradio Austria
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            ORF Radio Kärnten
                            	
                                Varied
                            	Austria
	
                            
                            Radio SOL
                            	
                                Public
                            	Austria
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                                VIE: Vienna Jet Business Class Lounge

                                    Full review at http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm from http://loungeindex.com
The Vienna Airport Jet lounge is a pay-in third part lounge, within the Schengen area. It has a free bar, snacks, and some hot food. 

                                    published: 09 Jul 2018
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                                Snowden not on Morales jet in Vienna: Austria

                                    Austria insisted Wednesday that US fugitive intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was not on board Bolivian President Evo Morales's jet, which was diverted to Vienna overnight, but said it did not search the plane. Duration: 01:18. 

                                    published: 03 Jul 2013
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                                Review of Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna

                                    The Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna is a decent lounge if you have a layover in Vienna. It is very comfortable and has ok food. I suggest you check it out when you are in the airport. Let me know what you think. 

----------
Please subscribe and submit your comments and questions below. 

Follow me on :

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gbarrett123/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/gbarrett123
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gbarrett123
--------------


JET Lounge (Schengen)

The Jet Lounge is ideal for passengers departing from Gates B and C.

It is located right after the Security Control for Gates B and C (close to Gate B31).

Opening times: Daily 05:00 to 22:30 hrs

Telephone: +43-1-7007-23407
Facilities and Services

    150 seats over 620 m2

    Air-conditioned

    Cold and warm sna... 
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                                VIE: Vienna Jet and Air Pay in Lounge

                                    Full review at 
http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Air-Lounge/index.htm
and
http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm

The two pay in lounges at Vienna Airport, available for all customers on paying a fee. Also used as the British Airways Vienna Lounge. 

                                    published: 03 Sep 2018
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                                Jet Lounge - Vienna Airport

                                    Jet Lounge - Vienna’s airport lounge 
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                                Ready for training E-Jet 190 Competence Center Vienna
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                                Vienna Private Jet Charter - rent a private jet to Vienna

                                    Private Jets UK operates private jet flights in Vienna. Our customers have access to 7000 jets of all types and configurations available for rent. We will help you choose the best option based on your needs and objectives. For 15 years of successful work, we have established partnerships with the world’s largest airlines and VIP terminals, which means we can offer you the most favorable flight conditions and a high level of service.

We are here to assist you 24/7. You are always welcome! No matter when, why or how - whether by mail, by phone (+442045773119), by email (flight@private-jets.co.uk), WhatsApp (+44 773 014-55-85) or live chat - you will hear from us without delay.

We provide a full range of business aviation services. Find out the exact cost of a private flight to Vienna using... 
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                                Jet lounge Schwechat Airport Vienna

                                    Jet lounge Schwechat Airport Vienna 
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                                Avcon Jet Bombardier Challenger 350 landing at Vienna Airport | OE-HIL

                                    Avcon Jet
Vienna Airport

31.08.2019

Landing Vienna Airport | VIE | LOWW
Runway 16, 3600m x 45m Bitumen

Bombardier BD-100-1A10 Challenger 350
OE-HIL

Latest pictures and news also available on
➤ https://www.facebook.com/aviationvideosgraz
➤ https://www.twitter.com/aviation_graz
➤ https://www.airportclubgraz.at

equipment
📷 Panasonic HC-V777EG-K, Manfrotto MT055XPRO3 tripod and MVH502AH fluid head, 💿 Magix Video Deluxe 2016

✈ Spotting position: spotting hill
for all spotting places visit https://aviationvideosgraz.jimdo.com/vienna-airport/spotting-places/

Recorded in Full HD | 1920x1080 50fps

#FlughafenWien #AvconJet #Bombardier

*****

Welcome to my YouTube channel AVIATION VIDEOS which is focused on planespotting around the world. 

Feel free to subscribe, comment or like! If you hav... 
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                                Aeronautical school in Vienna receives new jet from NASA

                                    The aeronautical school at the Vienna Airport received a new plane Thursday – a 1969 Lear jet delivered by NASA. 
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         Full review at http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm from http://loungeindex.com
The Vienna Airport Jet lounge is a pay-in third part l...

         Full review at http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm from http://loungeindex.com
The Vienna Airport Jet lounge is a pay-in third part lounge, within the Schengen area. It has a free bar, snacks, and some hot food.
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         Austria insisted Wednesday that US fugitive intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was not on board Bolivian President Evo Morales's jet, which was diverted to Vien...

         Austria insisted Wednesday that US fugitive intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was not on board Bolivian President Evo Morales's jet, which was diverted to Vienna overnight, but said it did not search the plane. Duration: 01:18.
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                    Austria insisted Wednesday that US fugitive intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was not on board Bolivian President Evo Morales's jet, which was diverted to Vienna overnight, but said it did not search the plane. Duration: 01:18.
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		Review of Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna
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         The Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna is a decent lounge if you have a layover in Vienna. It is very comfortable and has ok food. I suggest you check it out when you ...

         The Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna is a decent lounge if you have a layover in Vienna. It is very comfortable and has ok food. I suggest you check it out when you are in the airport. Let me know what you think. 

----------
Please subscribe and submit your comments and questions below. 

Follow me on :

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gbarrett123/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/gbarrett123
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gbarrett123
--------------


JET Lounge (Schengen)

The Jet Lounge is ideal for passengers departing from Gates B and C.

It is located right after the Security Control for Gates B and C (close to Gate B31).

Opening times: Daily 05:00 to 22:30 hrs

Telephone: +43-1-7007-23407
Facilities and Services

    150 seats over 620 m2

    Air-conditioned

    Cold and warm snack buffet by Do & Co

    Alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages

    Wide range of international newspapers and magazines

    Free WiFi

    PC workstations with free internet access

    Relaxation armchairs

    Flight information (boarding notifications)

    International TV channels

    Wheelchair-access

    Showers

    Changing table

    Smokers' booth

Admission to the Lounge

All passengers have the opportunity to use the lounge – regardless of the class of their ticket and/or the airline. The price per passenger is EUR 33.00. The payment is made by credit card directly in the lounge.

Furthermore, passengers with certain airlines and ticket classes as well as passengers who are in possession of the following credit cards and membership cards have free or discounted access to the lounge.


		https://wn.com/Review_Of_Jet_Travel_Lounge_In_Vienna
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    Wide range of international newspapers and magazines

    Free WiFi

    PC workstations with free internet access

    Relaxation armchairs

    Flight information (boarding notifications)

    International TV channels

    Wheelchair-access

    Showers
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    Smokers' booth

Admission to the Lounge

All passengers have the opportunity to use the lounge – regardless of the class of their ticket and/or the airline. The price per passenger is EUR 33.00. The payment is made by credit card directly in the lounge.

Furthermore, passengers with certain airlines and ticket classes as well as passengers who are in possession of the following credit cards and membership cards have free or discounted access to the lounge.
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The two pay in lounges at Vienna Airport, available for all customers on paying a fee. Also used as the British Airways Vienna Lounge.
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         Private Jets UK operates private jet flights in Vienna. Our customers have access to 7000 jets of all types and configurations available for rent. We will help ...

         Private Jets UK operates private jet flights in Vienna. Our customers have access to 7000 jets of all types and configurations available for rent. We will help you choose the best option based on your needs and objectives. For 15 years of successful work, we have established partnerships with the world’s largest airlines and VIP terminals, which means we can offer you the most favorable flight conditions and a high level of service.

We are here to assist you 24/7. You are always welcome! No matter when, why or how - whether by mail, by phone (+442045773119), by email (flight@private-jets.co.uk), WhatsApp (+44 773 014-55-85) or live chat - you will hear from us without delay.

We provide a full range of business aviation services. Find out the exact cost of a private flight to Vienna using an online calculator directly on the air broker's website https://private-jets.co.uk/destinations/vienna/
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                    Private Jets UK operates private jet flights in Vienna. Our customers have access to 7000 jets of all types and configurations available for rent. We will help you choose the best option based on your needs and objectives. For 15 years of successful work, we have established partnerships with the world’s largest airlines and VIP terminals, which means we can offer you the most favorable flight conditions and a high level of service.

We are here to assist you 24/7. You are always welcome! No matter when, why or how - whether by mail, by phone (+442045773119), by email (flight@private-jets.co.uk), WhatsApp (+44 773 014-55-85) or live chat - you will hear from us without delay.

We provide a full range of business aviation services. Find out the exact cost of a private flight to Vienna using an online calculator directly on the air broker's website https://private-jets.co.uk/destinations/vienna/
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         Avcon Jet
Vienna Airport

31.08.2019

Landing Vienna Airport | VIE | LOWW
Runway 16, 3600m x 45m Bitumen

Bombardier BD-100-1A10 Challenger 350
OE-HIL

Latest pictures and news also available on
➤ https://www.facebook.com/aviationvideosgraz
➤ https://www.twitter.com/aviation_graz
➤ https://www.airportclubgraz.at

equipment
📷 Panasonic HC-V777EG-K, Manfrotto MT055XPRO3 tripod and MVH502AH fluid head, 💿 Magix Video Deluxe 2016

✈ Spotting position: spotting hill
for all spotting places visit https://aviationvideosgraz.jimdo.com/vienna-airport/spotting-places/

Recorded in Full HD | 1920x1080 50fps

#FlughafenWien #AvconJet #Bombardier

*****

Welcome to my YouTube channel AVIATION VIDEOS which is focused on planespotting around the world. 

Feel free to subscribe, comment or like! If you have any questions send me an email
📧 aviationvideos@gmx.at
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Latest pictures and news also available on
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➤ https://www.twitter.com/aviation_graz
➤ https://www.airportclubgraz.at

equipment
📷 Panasonic HC-V777EG-K, Manfrotto MT055XPRO3 tripod and MVH502AH fluid head, 💿 Magix Video Deluxe 2016

✈ Spotting position: spotting hill
for all spotting places visit https://aviationvideosgraz.jimdo.com/vienna-airport/spotting-places/

Recorded in Full HD | 1920x1080 50fps

#FlughafenWien #AvconJet #Bombardier

*****

Welcome to my YouTube channel AVIATION VIDEOS which is focused on planespotting around the world. 

Feel free to subscribe, comment or like! If you have any questions send me an email
📧 aviationvideos@gmx.at
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         The aeronautical school at the Vienna Airport received a new plane Thursday – a 1969 Lear jet delivered by NASA.

         The aeronautical school at the Vienna Airport received a new plane Thursday – a 1969 Lear jet delivered by NASA.
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                VIE: Vienna Jet Business Class Lounge

                Full review at http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm from http://...
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                    VIE: Vienna Jet Business Class Lounge


                    	Report rights infringement
	published: 09 Jul 2018
	views: 1111



                    Full review at http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm from http://loungeindex.com
The Vienna Airport Jet lounge is a pay-in third part lounge, within the Schengen area. It has a free bar, snacks, and some hot food.
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                Snowden not on Morales jet in Vienna: Austria

                Austria insisted Wednesday that US fugitive intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was not on ...
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                    Austria insisted Wednesday that US fugitive intelligence leaker Edward Snowden was not on board Bolivian President Evo Morales's jet, which was diverted to Vienna overnight, but said it did not search the plane. Duration: 01:18.
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                Review of Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna

                The Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna is a decent lounge if you have a layover in Vienna. It is ...
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                    The Jet Travel Lounge in Vienna is a decent lounge if you have a layover in Vienna. It is very comfortable and has ok food. I suggest you check it out when you are in the airport. Let me know what you think. 

----------
Please subscribe and submit your comments and questions below. 

Follow me on :

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gbarrett123/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/gbarrett123
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gbarrett123
--------------


JET Lounge (Schengen)

The Jet Lounge is ideal for passengers departing from Gates B and C.

It is located right after the Security Control for Gates B and C (close to Gate B31).

Opening times: Daily 05:00 to 22:30 hrs

Telephone: +43-1-7007-23407
Facilities and Services

    150 seats over 620 m2

    Air-conditioned

    Cold and warm snack buffet by Do & Co

    Alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages

    Wide range of international newspapers and magazines

    Free WiFi

    PC workstations with free internet access

    Relaxation armchairs

    Flight information (boarding notifications)

    International TV channels

    Wheelchair-access

    Showers

    Changing table

    Smokers' booth

Admission to the Lounge

All passengers have the opportunity to use the lounge – regardless of the class of their ticket and/or the airline. The price per passenger is EUR 33.00. The payment is made by credit card directly in the lounge.

Furthermore, passengers with certain airlines and ticket classes as well as passengers who are in possession of the following credit cards and membership cards have free or discounted access to the lounge.
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                VIE: Vienna Jet and Air Pay in Lounge

                Full review at 
http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Air-Lounge/index.htm
and
http://...
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                    	Report rights infringement
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	views: 1232



                    Full review at 
http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Air-Lounge/index.htm
and
http://loungeindex.com/Europe/Austria/VIE/Jet-Lounge/index.htm

The two pay in lounges at Vienna Airport, available for all customers on paying a fee. Also used as the British Airways Vienna Lounge.
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                Jet Lounge - Vienna Airport

                Jet Lounge - Vienna’s airport lounge
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                Ready for training E-Jet 190 Competence Center Vienna
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                Vienna Private Jet Charter - rent a private jet to Vienna

                Private Jets UK operates private jet flights in Vienna. Our customers have access to 7000 ...
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                    Private Jets UK operates private jet flights in Vienna. Our customers have access to 7000 jets of all types and configurations available for rent. We will help you choose the best option based on your needs and objectives. For 15 years of successful work, we have established partnerships with the world’s largest airlines and VIP terminals, which means we can offer you the most favorable flight conditions and a high level of service.

We are here to assist you 24/7. You are always welcome! No matter when, why or how - whether by mail, by phone (+442045773119), by email (flight@private-jets.co.uk), WhatsApp (+44 773 014-55-85) or live chat - you will hear from us without delay.

We provide a full range of business aviation services. Find out the exact cost of a private flight to Vienna using an online calculator directly on the air broker's website https://private-jets.co.uk/destinations/vienna/
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                Avcon Jet Bombardier Challenger 350 landing at Vienna Airport | OE-HIL
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31.08.2019

Landing Vienna Airport | VIE | LOWW
Runway 16, 3600m x 45m Bitumen

Bombardier BD-100-1A10 Challenger 350
OE-HIL

Latest pictures and news also available on
➤ https://www.facebook.com/aviationvideosgraz
➤ https://www.twitter.com/aviation_graz
➤ https://www.airportclubgraz.at

equipment
📷 Panasonic HC-V777EG-K, Manfrotto MT055XPRO3 tripod and MVH502AH fluid head, 💿 Magix Video Deluxe 2016

✈ Spotting position: spotting hill
for all spotting places visit https://aviationvideosgraz.jimdo.com/vienna-airport/spotting-places/

Recorded in Full HD | 1920x1080 50fps

#FlughafenWien #AvconJet #Bombardier

*****

Welcome to my YouTube channel AVIATION VIDEOS which is focused on planespotting around the world. 

Feel free to subscribe, comment or like! If you have any questions send me an email
📧 aviationvideos@gmx.at
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                Aeronautical school in Vienna receives new jet from NASA

                The aeronautical school at the Vienna Airport received a new plane Thursday – a 1969 Lear ...
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                    The aeronautical school at the Vienna Airport received a new plane Thursday – a 1969 Lear jet delivered by NASA.
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    		Vienna

      
Vienna  ([image: ]i/viˈɛnə/;German: Wien, pronounced [viːn]) is the capital and largest city of Austria, and one of the nine states of Austria. Vienna is Austria's primary city, with a population of about 1.8 million (2.6 million within the metropolitan area, nearly one third of Austria's population), and its cultural, economic, and political centre. It is the 7th-largest city by population within city limits in the European Union. Until the beginning of the 20th century it was the largest German-speaking city in the world, and before the splitting of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in World War I the city had 2 million inhabitants. Today it has the second largest number of German speakers after Berlin. Vienna is host to many major international organizations, including the United Nations and OPEC. The city lies in the east of Austria and is close to the borders of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary. These regions work together in a European Centrope border region. Along with nearby Bratislava, Vienna forms a metropolitan region with 3 million inhabitants. In 2001, the city centre was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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                    Fingido

										by: Os Paralamas Do Sucesso
                    Não sei se eu te amo pra sempre ou
Pra nunca mais
Se o futuro é em frente ou
Ficou pra trás
Será que o meu amor é o que basta
Pra nos salvar
Ou meu ódio pra nos separar
Amor mais doente, ódio mais fingido
Difícil encontrar
Por tanto tempo tem sido assim
Teu jeito de não, minha boca de sim
Será que algum dia eu ainda
Vou ter que me atirar
De uma ponte, a teus pés, numa curva
Ou tanto faz

										
								
            




        



        

    


    













   
	 
								
					
					
              
							Latest News for: Vienna jet

							
							
                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			An Airbus A320neo in service under a year lost part of its tail after it ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			Business Insider
			
      09 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Thierry Monasse/Getty ImagesPictures on social media show an Austrian Airlines jet lost its right horizontal stabilizer ... Austrian Airlines A320-271N substantially damaged on the ground at Vienna Airport after reportedly colliding with a jet bridge.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Ouch: Austrian Airlines Airbus A320neo Stabilizer Breaks Off After Hitting Jet Bridge At Vienna International Airport

			
  			

	



			
      
			Simple Flying
			
      07 Apr 2024
			
  		
            An Austrian Airlines Airbus A320neo sustained severe damage after coming in contact with a jet bridge at Vienna Airport on Saturday. The incident is the latest in a slew of airport ground collisions involving aircraft this year ....
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Embraer Celebrates 20 Years Of E170 Operations

			
  			

	



			
      
			Simple Flying
			
      17 Mar 2024
			
  		
            ... its E170 aircraft type on a service from Warsaw to Vienna.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			The science behind the champagne pop: Study reveals how a supersonic shock wave blasts gas ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cedar News
			
      29 Dec 2023
			
  		
            “Very similar phenomena are known in supersonic airplanes or rockets, in which the exhaust jet leaves the engines at high speed,” said study author Stefan Braun, also from the Vienna University of Technology.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			The science behind the champagne pop: Study reveals how a supersonic shock wave blasts gas through...

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      29 Dec 2023
			
  		
            'Very similar phenomena are also known from supersonic aircraft or rockets, where the exhaust jet exits the engines at high speed,' said study author Stefan Braun, also at Vienna University of Technology.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Bankrupt Chrysler Building co-owner Signa ordered to sell stake

			
  			

	



			
      
			New York Post
			
      20 Dec 2023
			
  		
            Signa, which is owned by Austrian magnate Rene Benko, was also court-ordered to sell its private jet and ditch its rental agreements at its Vienna headquarters.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Sleek new European sleeper service with amazing ‘pod’ cabins for solo travellers launches – with ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cedar News
			
      13 Dec 2023
			
  		
            YouTuber and travel expert Non-stop Eurotrip traveled more than 1,000 kilometers (621 mi) from Vienna to Hamburg, Germany, in one of the new “capsules”, declaring it “the most innovative idea in sleeper trains in more than 100 years” ... night jet.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Where the world wants to spend Christmas: Fascinating map reveals it’s LONDON that’s No.1 overall ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cedar News
			
      06 Dec 2023
			
  		
            A separate map for the U.S suggests that most states would prefer to jet off to a European destination for their Christmas break, with Vienna taking the crown in 26 states.
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 			Where the world wants to spend Christmas: Fascinating map reveals it

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      05 Dec 2023
			
  		
            A separate map for the U.S suggests that most states would prefer to jet off to a European destination for their Christmas break, with Vienna taking the crown in 26 states.
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 			Return To Lockerbie review: Lorraine Kelly

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      16 Nov 2023
			
  		
            For Lorraine Kelly, who was 25 years old and the Scotland correspondent for the ITV morning show TV-AM, the jumbo jet catastrophe was a turning point in her career ... 'Helicopter to a private jet to Vienna in two hours 30 minutes; 45 minute drive .
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 			This year's Biden-Xi summit has better foundation but South China Sea and Taiwan risks won't ...
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			Tyler Morning Telegraph
			
      13 Nov 2023
			
  		
            The U.S ... NOVEMBER 2022. Nov ... approves the sale of $619 million of missiles, launchers and other munitions for Taiwan's F-16 fighter jets ... national security adviser, tells Wang at talks in Vienna that the U.S ... A Chinese fighter jet flies in front of a U.S.
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 			This year’s Biden-Xi summit has better foundation but South China Sea and Taiwan risks won’t ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			Wtop
			
      13 Nov 2023
			
  		
            approves the sale of $619 million of missiles, launchers and other munitions for Taiwan’s F-16 fighter jets ... national security adviser, tells Wang at talks in Vienna that the U.S ... A Chinese fighter jet flies in front of a U.S.
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 			Peter Thiel Is Taking a Break From Democracy

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Atlantic
			
      09 Nov 2023
			
  		
            (Thiel has mansions around the world and a private jet. Seal performed at his 2017 wedding, at the Belvedere Museum in Vienna.) By 2015, six years after declaring his intent to change the world from ...
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 			The hunt for Interpol's most wanted: Inside the murky world of the smooth-talking spy who ...
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            The next day, he was driven over the border to Vienna before taking a private jet to Minsk and then on to Russia ... Born in Vienna on March 15, 1980, Marsalek founded an e-commerce software company aged ...
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            in astrophysics from the University of Vienna. Eggl worked for the European Commission and later the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory in planetary defense, which brought him more into the field of aerospace engineering ... .
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